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Conditional Use Permit - Transient Lodging at 1460 Zion Park Boulevard

Executive Summary
Zachary Chappell has applied for a conditional use permit for transient lodging at his property at 1460
Zion Park Boulevard. The Property is the Village Commercial (VC) zone. It is currently used as a single
family residence.
The property is located behind the Zion Mountain Guides building. It is accessed off Dillyholler Drive.
Dillholler Drive is a historic access that provides access to the subject property and one additional
property to the northeast. It is not a dedicated public street.
The applicant proposes to convert the existing single family residential structure into a transient lodging
facility. According to information the applicant provided the existing structure has five bedrooms. The
applicant proposes to use two of these bedrooms and an adjacent bathroom for transient lodging. The
remainder of the home will retain its current use as a single family residence.
The applicant has recently improved the driveway and parking area with a gravel surface and will install
screening fencing on the northwest property line to screen the transient lodging use and parking area
from view from the property to the north / northeast. There aren no other proposed modifications to
the property or the existing structure.
Transient lodging facilities require a conditional use permit in the VC zone.
The purpose of conditional use permits is to analyze the potential impacts of a proposed use on
surrounding properties, and to determine what reasonable mitigating conditions (if any) are necessary to
attach to the use. Sections 10-3A-3 and 10-3A-4 of the Springdale Town Code contain standards for
evaluating the potential impacts of conditional uses on surrounding properties. Pursuant to section
10-9a-507(2) of the Utah Code, the Town must grant a conditional use permit if the use complies with
these standards, or if it can comply with these standards through the imposition of reasonable
conditions. If there are no reasonable standards that can be imposed to mitigate the potential impacts of
the proposed use such that it complies with the standards, then the Town may deny the permit.
Applicable Code Sections
The Council may wish to review the following code sections prior to the meeting:
1. Chapter 10-3A: Conditional Use Permits
2. Chapter 10-11B: Village Commercial Zone

Analysis
Conditional uses are those uses of land that, because of the unique characteristics or potential impact of
the land use on the Town, surrounding neighbors, or adjacent land uses, may not be compatible in some
areas or may be compatible only if certain conditions are required that mitigate or eliminate the
detrimental impacts (see Utah Code 10-9a-103(13) and Town Code 10-3A-1). The Town has established
standards in the ordinance to evaluate the potential impacts of conditional uses, and to determine
whether or not a proposed use is compatible with the surrounding areas. These standards are found in
sections 10-3A-3 and 10-3A-4 of the Town Code.
The following analysis addresses each of these standards.
The proposed use shall comply with all applicable land use standards contained in the land use
ordinance.
The applicant is not proposing any changes to the structure or property, other than changing the use to
transient lodging. The proposed use in the existing structure complies with all land use standards,
including parking requirements.
The proposed use shall not unreasonably interfere with the lawful use of surrounding properties.
The surrounding properties are used as follows:
Northwest: Vacant land zoned FR (Foothill Residential).
West: Single family residence in the FR zone.
Southwest: Vacant land zoned FR (Foothill Residential).
Southeast: Retail shop in the VC zone.
Northeast: Retail shop and residence in the VC zone.
The proposed transient lodging use is situated in an area with a mix of residential and low intensity
commercial uses. The proposed transient lodging may impact the adjacent residential properties with
increases in traffic, noise, and general activity.
The Commission discussed these potential impacts during their review of the application. The
Commission determined there could be increases in noise from vehicles accessing the property on the
gravel lane, lights from vehicles, and the potential for trespass on adjacent properties due to guests
wandering off the subject property. The Commission determined that these impacts would not
unreasonably interfere with the lawful use of the surrounding properties, if appropriately mitigated. To
mitigate these negative impacts the Commission recommended conditions to attach to the permit:
screen fencing must be installed to protect adjacent residential property, and the owner of the property
must continue to reside in the residence to be onsite to address any noise or other nuisance concerns
that arise.
The Commission required the screen fence to provide a visual buffer to the adjacent residential
properties and to prevent transient lodging guests from trespassing on adjacent residential properties.

The Commission required the owner to occupy the residence as a strategy to ensure transient lodging
guests do not create noise nuisances or other disturbances for the neighbors (reasoning that having the
owner of the property onsite would both deter transient lodging guests from making such disturbances
in the first place and provide an immediate means of addressing those disturbances if they were made).
The applicant has submitted a letter to the Council asking that these two conditions be removed or
modified. The applicant asserts that the condition for the owner to occupy the residence is not
supported by code and has asked that it be removed. The applicant has also asked the Council to modify
the screen fencing requirement to only apply to screen the property to the north / northeast. The
applicant asserts that screen fencing on other property lines adjacent to will not have any beneficial
effect, and could actually cause problems for drainage.
The proposed use shall not emit excessive noise, or noxious odors, and shall not otherwise adversely
impact the quality of air or water.
The proposed transient lodging use could impact the adjacent residential uses with increases in noise.
The Council should remind the applicant of the Town’s noise ordinance standards, which will apply to the
operation of the transient lodging facility.
If located immediately adjacent to a residential zone, the proposed use shall provide a screening fence or
wall at least six feet (6') in height along the common boundary between the proposed use and the
residential zone.
The property is adjacent to residentially zoned property on two sides. As discussed above, the
Commission suggested a requirement for a minimum six-foot screen fence between the proposed
transient lodging facility and these properties. The applicant has asked the Council to modify this
requirement to only apply to the property to the north / northeast.
If the proposed use is projected to generate more than ten (10) vehicular trips per day, the use must be
located on a dedicated public street.
The proposed use is located on Dillyoller Drive which is classified as a historic access in the Code. The
street is not a dedicated public street. Thus, it is not allowed to generate more than 10 vehicular trips
per day.
The applicant’s proposal is to rent two of the bedrooms in the structure as transient lodging. The Town
Code defines each bedroom in a short term rental as one transient lodging unit.
The Institute of Transportation Engineers trip generation manual indicates each “recreation home” unit
generates 3.55 vehicular trips per day. Thus if two bedrooms are used as transient lodging there would
be 7.1 trips per day. However, if three or more bedrooms are used in the use the transient lodging use
will generate more than 10 trips per day. Thus, no more than two bedrooms may be used in the transient
lodging use.

The Commission recommended a condition that limits the use of the transient lodging facility to two
bedrooms only.
Access and entrances to guestrooms (including rear patios and balconies) must be placed and oriented to
have as minimal an impact on surrounding properties as possible.
The existing structure is oriented in such a way that entrances have a minimal impact on surrounding
properties.
Outdoor gathering areas (pools, patios, courtyards, etc.) located such that they will not cause
unreasonable increases in noise, lighting or other impacts on surrounding residentially zoned property.
There is an existing outdoor gathering area on the south side of the existing residence which faces a
commercial property. There are no other outdoor gathering areas.
Outdoor lighting must be designed such that the bulbs or lenses of light sources are not visible beyond
the property boundaries. All exterior lights must use full cutoff fixtures.
The applicant has not submitted details on existing lighting at the property. However, in conversations
with staff the applicant has committed to replacing all exterior lighting on the property with lights that
are compliant with the Town Code. The Commission recommended a condition of approval that requires
all outdoor lighting to comply with Town ordinance.
Planning Commission Action
The Commission found the proposed transient lodging facility can comply with the standards in 10-3A-3
and 10-3A-4 if appropriately conditioned to mitigate the potential negative impacts of the use. The
Commission’s motion of approval is recorded in the attached PC meeting minutes.

Feb. 2, 2022

Mayor Bruno and members of the Town Council,
Thank you for your time in considering my application for a conditional use permit. I first came to
Springdale in 1994 and have been a full time resident now for over 25 years. I purchased my
property in the spring of 2005 and have slowly, over the last 18 years or so, made improvements
to the property, structure and landscaping. I’m at a point now that I would like to use a couple of
rooms in my house for short term or nightly rentals as the property is zoned for village
commercial use.
The planning commission unanimously approved my application with some conditions attached.
I expected and understand the reasons for the conditions as per town codes, all except for one.
“The owner or manager must continue to reside on-premise (10-2-2).”
I can't find anything in code 10-2-2 to support this requirement, nor do I see how it pertains to
the use that I am applying for. Springdale is my home and I have no intentions of moving from
my house, however I feel this creates an undue burden attached to the permit and I would ask
that the council strike this requirement.
The other findings are reasonable and necessary to mitigate impacts on surrounding properties.
Due to the limit of vehicular trips, no more than two bedrooms will be used for transient lodging.
Upon approval, a screening fence will be installed to designate property lines from adjacent
residentially zoned properties and I will have the exterior light fixtures replaced with full cutoff
fixtures that meet town standards. Just this week I had the parking area and access lane
(Dillyholler Dr.) repaired and improved with additional 1” crushed gravel and will continue to
monitor and maintain the roadway to keep with town standards for an all weather surface. I have
more than enough space to meet the parking requirement and have attached a diagram with a
proposed parking arrangement.
I would ask the council to please consider the specific landscape and topography of mine and
the adjacent property to the south in regards to screening fences.
“A minimum six-foot tall fence must be installed to designate property lines from all
adjacent residentially zoned properties (10-3A-3E).
Attached are photos showing my southern boundary line which follows a drainage ravine that
actively flows during heavy rain. The property adjacent to this boundary (S-161-A-1-D) is a
steep heavily vegetated hillside that goes up to Claret Cup Lane and is not conducive to any
development. Building a fence along this property line would impede the flow of flooding water
down the natural channel and would not provide any additional screening for my neighbors. I
have attached photos from Claret Cup Lane looking towards my property to illustrate.

In keeping with the purpose and objectives of the VC zone (10-11B-1) specifically: “a feeling of
open space around buildings and preservation of public views of the area's natural and scenic
beauty” I feel that building a fence on my southern boundary would only make my property feel
more like a “compound” and take away from the “village atmosphere” with no added benefit to
surrounding properties. Additionally, an unnecessary fence would interfere with the natural
movements of local wildlife like deer, rabbits, raccoons, coyotes, desert tortoise ect. (I have
actually seen a desert tortoise cruising through my yard on two different occasions.)
For these reasons I request that the council not require a screening fence along the southern
boundary of my property.
That being said, a screening fence will be installed between the residential property on my
western boundary, while still allowing for access to the lane.
Again, I appreciate the council's time in reviewing my application. I know there has been
considerable debate over nightly rentals lately, including a recently passed moratorium placed
on new applications. I would ask the council to please consider my application as it pertains to
town codes at the time of my application (11/21/21) for the lawful use of my property.
I have witnessed the development and commercialization of Springdale over the last 25 years.
In contrast to the large-scale and high density development that has been happening for the last
several years I feel that my application embodies the purpose of village commercial zoning.
Likewise, renting two rooms in my home has the benefit of providing a potentially more
affordable price point for a small family or friends as compared to the high end expensive “villa”
type rentals that are so prevalent. No one is being displaced from local housing and I will be
able to offer local knowledge and promote a “steward of the land” perspective for my guests.
Thank you for your consideration on this matter.
Respectfully,
Zach Chappell

DRAFT
MINUTES OF THE SPRINGDALE PLANNING COMMISSION REGULAR MEETING ON
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 2022, AT 5:00 PM
This meeting did not have an anchor location and was conducted entirely via electronic means.
Commission members connected remotely. The meeting was available to the public for live
viewing/listening and included public hearings whereby public comments could be made electronically. If
a member of the public did not have access to the internet, they could join the meeting audio via
telephone.
Meeting convened at 05:01 pm.
MEMBERS PRESENT: Vice Chair Ric Rioux, Commissioners Tom Kenaston, Kyla Topham, Pam
Inghram, Pat Campbell, and Susan McPartland from Zion National Park.
ALSO PRESENT: Director of Community Development Thomas Dansie, Planning Technician Shelly
Heaton, Town Clerk Darci Carlson, and Deputy Clerk Aren Emerson recording. See attached sheet
for attendees known to have signed into the meeting.
EXCUSED: Commissioners Adam Hyatt and Noel Benson.
Mr. Rioux announced that Commissioner Mr. Campbell would be a voting member at the current
meeting in Mr. Benson’s absence.
Approval of the Agenda: Motion made by Tom Kenaston to approve the agenda. Seconded by
Pat Campbell.
Topham: Aye
Rioux: Aye
Kenaston: Aye
Inghram: Aye
Campbell: Aye
Motion passed unanimously.
Ms. Carlson announced that the statute required appointed and elected officials to take an Oath of
Office and asked each Commissioner to raise their right hand and repeat the Oath of Office.
Commission discussion and announcements:
Mr. Rioux reminded the remote attendees to stay muted until the appropriate times to speak during
public hearings.
Ms. Carlson announced the Public Officials training was moved to February 18th and was located at
the CCC.
A. Action Items
1.
Public Hearing – Conditional Use Permit: Zach Chappell requests a conditional use permit
for a transient lodging facility in the VC zone at 1460 Zion Park Boulevard (located off Dillyholler
Drive).
The request was to use a portion of an existing single-family residence for a transient lodging facility.
The current structure on the property had five bedrooms; the applicants proposed to use two of the
bedrooms and one bathroom as a nightly rental. The remainder of the structure would continue to
serve as the applicant’s primary single-family residence. There were no structural changes proposed
for the home. The Commission had received several public comments expressing concerns over
possible impacts to the adjacent neighbors. The Commission’s objective was to analyze any impacts
on adjacent properties and craft conditions that could be established to mitigate any impacts.
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Commission Questions to Staff:
In response to a public comment letter received, Mr. Kenaston asked if the Commission could require
paved access to the property as a condition for approval.
• Section 10-3A-3(D) stated that the proposed use should not impact air quality. The Commission
could discuss whether or not they could make a finding that the additional use of the two bedrooms
as a transient lodging facility could generate impacts on air quality, particularly dust on the road.
Mr. Rioux asked what the parking requirement was for the transient lodging structure.
• Section 10-23-4 of the Town code established the required parking spaces for that use to be a
minimum of six parking spaces for the property. The Commission should add a condition to ensure
the transient lodging facility met all parking requirements before gaining approval.
Ms. Topham asked Mr. Dansie to clarify what historic access entailed.
• A term used to describe the roads used as access to properties but had never been through the
official process to be designated as a private lane, a private street, or a dedicated public road;
instead, they were recorded easements.
Public Questions to Staff: None were asked.
Presentation from applicant:
Zach Chappell wanted the opportunity to use two existing bedrooms in his home as nightly rentals.
He requested relief from adding a screen wall or fence since it would not be effective in screening
based on the land’s topography. He stated that he maintained the road every couple of years to
ensure that it was not impacting the neighboring residents.
Commission Questions to Applicant: None were asked.
Questions by the public to the Applicant: None were asked.
Motion made by Pam Inghram to open the Public Hearing. Seconded by Tom Kenaston.
Topham: Aye
Rioux: Aye
Kenaston: Aye
Inghram: Aye
Campbell: Aye
Motion passed unanimously.
Public Comment:
Stating that he had no vested interest in this project, Andrew Green commended and expressed his
support for a long-time resident being invested in transient lodging in his community and using his
property in a consistent way with the Town ordinances.
Supporting the previous comment, Scott Williams stated that this was a great example of what the
CUP was created for.
Ava Misseldine expressed concern about the guests trespassing onto her property as an adjacent
neighbor to the property. She requested that the Commission require the applicant to add fencing or
signage to mitigate that impact.
Motion to close the Public Hearing made by Tom Kenaston. Seconded by Pam Inghram.
Topham: Aye
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Rioux: Aye
Kenaston: Aye
Inghram: Aye
Campbell: Aye
Motion passed unanimously.
Commission deliberation:
The Commission discussed that the additional vehicular trips would create a large amount of dust and
significantly impact the neighboring residents. It was nice to see the homeowner residing on the same
property to ensure the guests were respectful to the neighboring residents and their property. Being
concerned with guests trespassing onto the adjacent properties, the Commission discussed that a
fence would be necessary to mitigate that impact and establish the boundaries.
Mr. Dansie referred to section 10-3A-3(E), which stated that if the proposed use abuts a residential
zone, the applicant shall provide a screening wall or fence at least six feet in height along the
common boundary of the proposed use and residential zone. In relation to trespassing, the
Commission may find a barrier to be appropriate.
Motion made by Pam Inghram that the Commission recommends approval of the conditional
use permit for a two-unit transient lodging facility located at 1460 Zion Park Boulevard.
This motion is based on the following findings:
1. Based upon the number of anticipated vehicular trips of 3.5 per transient lodging unit per
day, no more than two bedrooms may be used for transient lodging unless the historical
access road is upgraded to a dedicated public street (10-3A-3F). The property owner must
provide documentation to the Town that only two bedrooms are being used for transient
lodging. The conditional use permit will be revoked if at any time more than two bedrooms
are used as transient lodging (10-3A-5).
2. The owner or manager must continue to reside on-premise (10-2-2).
3. A minimum six-foot tall fence must be installed to designate property lines from all
adjacent residentially zoned properties (10-3A-3(E).
4. Outdoor lighting must be designed such that the bulbs or lenses of light sources are not
visible beyond the property boundaries. All exterior lights must use full cutoff fixtures (103A-4).
5. The substantial increase in the number of expected vehicular trips on the historical access
road is anticipated to have a significant impact on air quality due to dust from the existing
gravel/dirt road surface; increased road degradation; and a significant increase in noise to
adjacent property owners from the vehicle tires and pedestrians traveling on the gravel
road (10-3A-3(D). The applicant shall mitigate these issues by improving the road surface
of the historical access road.
6. The applicant will comply will all relevant sections of Chapter 23 Off-Street Parking
Standards and Requirements. In particular, the applicant should refer to 10-23-1-A6, 10-232, 10-23-4, 10-23-6, and 10-23-9, which address surface requirements for parking access
lanes as well as parking stalls, the number of parking stalls required for the combination
of uses on the property which appear to consist of a Single-Family Residence and the
proposed transient lodging units. Seconded by Kyla Topham.
Topham: Aye
Rioux: Aye
Kenaston: Aye
Inghram: Aye
Campbell: Aye
Motion passed unanimously.
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Legend
Parcels
Ownership
U.S. Forest Service
U.S. Forest Service Wilderness
Bureau of Land Management
Bureau of Land Management Wilderness
National Park Service
Shivwits Reservation
Utah Division of Wildlife Resources
Utah Division of Transportation
State Park
State of Utah
Washington County
Municipally Owned
School District
Privately Owned
Water
Water Conservancy District
State Assessed Oil and Gas
Mining Claim

Notes
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0
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94.04

188.1 Feet

DISCLAIMER: The information shown on this map was compiled from different GIS
sources. The land base and facility information on this map is for display purposes only
and should not be relied upon without independent verification as to its accuracy.
Washington County, Utah will not be held responsible for any claims, losses or damages
resulting from the use of this map.

November 22, 2021
I Zach Chappell am the legal owner of parcel #S-91-B located at 1460 Zion Park Blvd.
Zach Chappell
Po Box 481
Springdale, Ut
84767
435-632-3141

Property Report for Parcel S-91-B
Selected Assessor CAMA data below updated weekly.

Account Summary
Account Number: 0104003
Parcel ID: S-91-B
Account Type: Residential
Owner Name: Chappell Zachary E Tr

Subdivision: N/A
Situs Address: 1456 Zion Park Blvd
Springdale, UT 84767

Building Characteristics
Building Number: 1
Property Type: Residential
1989
Year Built:
Square Feet: 3000
Occupancy Type: Single Family Residential
Built-As Description: 2 Story
Units: 1
2
Stories:
Percent Complete: 100
Frame Stucco
Exterior:

NOTE: The information shown on this map was compiled from different GIS
sources. The land base and facility information on this map is for display
purposes only and should not be relied upon without independent verification
as to its accuracy. Washington County, Utah will not be held responsible for
any claims, losses or damages resulting from the use of this map.
Report Generated

11/21/2021

by Washington County GIS

Roof Type: Gable
Roof Cover: Preformed Metal
HVAC Desc: Electric Baseboard
Bedrooms: 5
Bathrooms: 2
Garage Square Feet: N/A
Basement Sq. Ft.: N/A
Basement Sq. Ft. Finished: N/A
Swimming Pool: N/A
Fireplaces: N/A
Finished Attic: N/A

Washington County, Utah
County Administration Building
197 E. Tabernacle Street
St. George, UT 84770-3443
www.washco.utah.gov

Property Report for Parcel S-91-B
Selected Assessor CAMA data below updated weekly.

Property Information

Tax Information

Acres: 0.54
Zoning: VILLAGE COMMERCIAL
Is Property in a Special Flood Hazard Area? No
Is Property in a 0.2% Annual Chance Flood Area? No
Is Property in a Floodway? No

Tax District: Springdale Town
Residential Classification: Primary
Book & Page: N/A
Reference Document: 20190046478

* Determination of flood zone information is based upon 2009 FEMA Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map Database but does not substitute for a
Flood Verificaton letter. For more information, please visit the FEMA Flood Map Service Center website https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home
or contact your municipal Engineering department.
City zoning information is based on the best available information and should be independently verified by contacting each municipality directly.

Voting Districts

Community/Public Services

Washington County Precinct: SP95
U.S. Senate District: 28
U.S. Congressional District: 2
Utah House District: 71
Washington County School
Board District: 5

Law Enforcement: Springdale
Fire Protection: Springdale Fire Dept

* Visit Vote.Utah.gov or https://geoprodvm.washco.utah.
for more voting information.

* In an emergency, ALWAYS dial9-1-1!

Schools:
Springdale Elementary
Hurricane Middle
Hurricane Intermediate
Hurricane High
* For more information, including bus routes, visit the
Washington Co. School District at https://www.washk12.org/
or Iron Co. School District at https://irondistrict.org/

Utilities
Culinary Water: Springdale Town Water System
Sewer: Springdale
Electricity: Rocky Mountain Power
Natural Gas: N/A
Internet Service Providers (Cable): AWI

Solid Waste Collection Day:

Thursday

* For more information on solid waste and recycling services, visit the Washington
County Solid Waste website at http://www.wcsw.org/

* For more information on Internet services available in your area, see Decision Data.org,
https://decisiondata.org/internet-providers-by-zip-code-plus-tv/

NOTE: The information shown on this map was compiled from different GIS
sources. The land base and facility information on this map is for display
purposes only and should not be relied upon without independent verification
as to its accuracy. Washington County, Utah will not be held responsible for
any claims, losses or damages resulting from the use of this map.
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